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Lookout! Opening weekend for new family cafe in 
Poole is a hit with the locals.  

POOLE, 14 Oct. 2014 - The Lookout Cafe, a family-run business in Poole, opened this 
Saturday with dozens of families from the local area gathering to enjoy the friendly 
environment and a hot drink.  

The Cafe overlooks the Project Climbing Centre with quirky decorations and cosy seating.  

 The new cafe is attached to the Project Climbing Centre, so customers can enjoy a hot 
drink and cake while watching the daring climbers below, making it a perfect activity for 
families providing something of interest for all. Many people stopped by during the opening 
weekend for a quick drink in this cosy spot and tried out one of the cafe’s already proclaimed 
“famous brownies.”  

 Gabi, the cafe manager, commented “It was a great opening, many families attended 
and there were smiling faces all around. We hope to have many more successful weekends 
like this and plan on hosting more small events in the future.” With a homey feel, the cafe is 
welcoming to locals and tourists alike. The friendly environment has already enabled the cafe 
to thrive in the local community and it does not appear as though the cafe’s success is nearing 
an end any time soon.  

 The cafe is open from 12pm until 9pm on weekdays and 10am till 5pm on weekends, 
flaunting freshly baked goods every day, including savoury pies, sweet cakes, and many other 
treats. Furthermore, there are loads of fun activities for cafe goers to get involved in, ranging 
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from a large variety of challenging jigsaw puzzles to communal charity events. The cafe 
hopes to become a long standing, central part of the community where everyone is welcome.  

### 
  

Notes to Editor:  

https://www.thelookoutcafe.co.uk 

The cafe opened on 18th October 2014.  
It attracted a crowd of roughly 410 people over the course of the weekend.  

For more information contact Holly Brooker  

Email: hollybrooker99@gmail.com  
Phone: 07904393240  

 

CONTACT: 
Samantha Hahn-Simpson 
Theatrical Artists' Prep 
Phone: (908)-680-6050 
E-mail: TheatricalArtistsPrep@gmail.com 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

TRAVELING TROUPE PUTS ON MORE THAN JUST A SHOW 
Performers dancing smiles into the local community 

SCOTCH PLAINS, N.J., 2 Oct. 2018 – The residents of Scotch Plains are quickly 

falling for Performers on Hand, the traveling troupe from Scotch Plain’s own Theatrical 

Artist’s Prep studio. This newly formed troupe, consisting of members between the ages of 5 

and 18, is performing across the local community and showcasing their talent, but 

-more- 
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Traveling Troupe Performers – 2 

is not their only agenda. Performers on Hand has been put together in order to allow 

these young students to give back to their community and appreciate the value of helping 

others. With their premier at Scotch Plains Day resulting in a huge success, the troupe have 

many more charitable events planned for the near future. 

 Samantha Hahn-Simpson, owner of the studio, wants to teach students more than just 

performance skills to take away with them. In creating this traveling troupe and planning 

events such as showcases at local nursing homes and elementary schools, along with clothing 

and food drives run by the students, Sam is teaching the importance of giving back to the 

community. The charitable performances will consist of 30 minute musical theatre revues, 

rehearsed carefully by the fifteen to twenty students who have been selected to represent the 

studio. The troupe is also currently planning a food drive for the Mandy Reichman Feeding 

Program at Temple Emanu-El in Westfield this November. 

Sam stressed the importance of teaching her students a charitable mentality: “giving 

back to the community has always been of very strong importance to me and I wanted to 

teach my students to use their talents to benefit others as well as themselves.” Sam is also 

personally involved in charitable work through her participation in national anti-bullying 

campaigns, such as the “New Jersey Cares About Bullying” campaign for which she was the 

state advocate. This strong sense of community built into the center of the studio helps the 

students build character and become a part of something larger than themselves which they 

can be proud of. Performers on Hand hope to further their good work in the community and 

continue to put smiles on people’s faces. 
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Theatrical Artist’s Prep is a full service performing arts studio located in Scotch 

Plains, N.J. Run by Samantha Hahn-Simpson, the studio caters to students of all ages and 

skill levels, offering classes in dance, acting, vocal training and on-camera technique. The 

studio focuses on training and developing students’ skills and abilities as performers. 

### 

Promotional Poster for Lookout Cafe: 
Created using Adobe Photoshop 
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Case Study: 
Technology and transportation company Uber suffered from an ever deepening publicity 
crisis when they were denied their request to renew their license to operate in London due to 
accusations that the company was not “fit and proper” to operate. Uber has dealt with severe 
public image issues after numerous sexual harassment accusations, in-company issues, and 
general publicity crises. Uber has attempted to respond to this situation by improving their 
image in order to regain their license to operate in the country’s capital. 

This story received extremely widespread coverage. It was covered in all of the major 
newspapers across the globe, including BBC News, CNN, The Guardian, The Telegraph, The 
New York Times. But on top of this, coverage of this decision flooded social media outlets, 
with #Uber becoming the top trending hashtag on twitter moments after the news was 
released. Uber has 40,000 drivers in London and serves 3.5 million passengers, this was a 
discussion that affected the lives of many. Furthermore, since this was a very two-sided 
decision people had a lot to say about their personal opinion on the matter, so it became a 
very vocalised topic. 

Timeline: 

Date Activity Source

28/01/2017 #DeleteUber trends when Uber offers rides to JFK during a NYC Taxi 
Driver Union Strike. Lowers levels of public approval.

Telegraph

19/02/2017 Susan Fowler posts blog about the prevalence of sexism in her job at 
Uber. Lessens public approval, deepens claims of Uber mistreating 
workers.

Telegraph

03/03/2017 Uber revealed to use “Greyball” technology to give rides in prohibited 
areas. This suggest that the company is untrustworthy and is 
withholding information about its activity from consumers.

New York Times

22/09/2017 TfL DENIED REQUEST FOR UBER’S RENEWED LICENSE IN 
LONDON

Telegraph

“ Londoners call for Black Taxi Boycott Independent

“ Uber send email to all London customers encouraging them to sign a 
petition. This direct mode of conversation is extremely effective and 
personal.

The Telegraph 

25/09/2017 Uber CEO Khosrowshahi makes public apology for company’s 
behaviour. Improves image as company seems apologetic.

The Guardian

06/10/2017 Uber iOS app revealed to have potential to record iPhone screens. Telegraph

27/10/2017 Uber reveal new chairwoman, former banker Laurel Powers-
Freeling. This is in attempt to appear to make trustworthy decisions 
for future management.

The Guardian

06/11/2017 Uber publicly pledges $5 million to sexual assault prevention CNN

07/11/2017 CEO Khosrowshahi publishes new list of corporate values which 
employees helped to draft. New philosophy, builds positive image.

Business Insider

22/11/2017 Uber revealed a data breach that they had covered up in 2016. Telegraph
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Uber immediately released a blog post about the decision to ban their license, attempting to 
appeal to the public. They use emotive language and provide clear reasons why the ban is a 
bad thing for its consumers:  

“We don’t yet know whether this decision will stand, however if it does it could put you – 
and more than 40,000 other licensed drivers who rely on our app to make a living – out of 

work, as well as deprive 3.5 million Londoners of a convenient and affordable form of 
transport.” (Uber 2017). 

Furthermore, within the blog post they included a call to action which encouraged the readers 
to sign a petition and raise support for Uber’s presence in London. 

Due to the Uber ban being an extremely opinionated topic, much of the coverage on the story 
was biased. One such example is presented in The Sun, an extremely sensationalist and often 
right-wing political newspaper, writing an article about the strength of the support for the 
return of Uber in London. Their article titled: “'U-TURN ON UBER' Staggering 70 per cent 
of Sun on Sunday readers want Uber to get back its London licence from TfL” (The Sun, 
2017). Clearly promotes Uber’s activity in London and calls people to support the cause. 
However, other newspapers, such as The Guardian and The Independent, air more on the side 
of focusing on the support received for the denial, and arguing against Uber’s return to 
London. This is a highly political topic as Uber is often attacked by Labour supporters, due to 
its employee policies, as Uber is seen to profit off unfair treatment of workers. This makes 
this PR issue a political manner as well as a reputational one. 

One of Uber’s more long term responses to their company image issues was to donate $5 
million towards sexual harassment prevention. This was a clear move to aid their public 
image and appear to be heading in a safer direction following the wishes of the TfL. This was 
a smart PR move, and the company gained strong coverage for this action in large 
newspapers such as CNN as well as covering it on their own website. This was also effective 
as it coincided with the Harvey Weinstein scandal, so through comparison in the media it 
made them appear conscientious and appropriate, which is the image they were aiming for. 
However, one donation and little amount of press coverage is not enough to change their 
entire image. Uber should have launched some form of anti-sexual harassment campaign 
which would have attracted more attention and focused more on changing company values. 

Moreover, this issue did not only affect Uber, after the news of the loss of their travel licence 
spread, users of the Uber app began to look for a replacement e-hailing service. With much 
focus in the media surrounding the expensive pricing of black taxi cabs, people were looking 
for an Uber alternative. This led to the extensive campaigning and new customer market for 
companies such as Lyft and Mytaxi. Due to the bad press surrounding Uber’s reputation, e-
hailing services focused on presenting themselves as reliable and especially safe methods of 
transport, capitalising off of Uber’s losses. This is where Uber should have begun 
campaigning as a safe and friendly e-hailing service that can be trusted; but they did not. 

Yet, it was not entirely positive for alternative transport choices. Soon after the news began 
trending on twitter, some outraged twitter users started tweeting the hashtag 
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“#boycottblacktaxis.” They were outraged that their freedom to choose a cheaper taxi 
alternative had been taken away and they were being forced to pay much higher rates for 
London black taxi cabs. This hashtag began trending and gained a lot of media attention in 
papers such as The Independent and The Times. This negatively affected the business of 
black taxi cabs in the London area, with a new focus being placed on their high prices and 
built public support for the return of Uber.  

Overall, Uber dealt with the case quickly after it was revealed, appealing directly to their 
consumers, attempting to persuade them of the company’s value. It was effective to contact 
consumers directly through email and the petition was a very successful method of crisis 
management. It enabled other consumers to see the volume of support that Uber were 
receiving, and it was also a strong method to fight the main issue of the license denial. 
However, as the situation progressed, Uber did very little to change their image as a company, 
which was the main source of their issues. They donated some money to sexual harassment 
causes, but this is not enough to change the message or stigma of the company. 

If I was to work on this PR crisis, I would focus more on the rebranding of Uber. Focusing on 
creating a more consumer friendly and safe company image would have helped extremely 
and gained support, not only from consumers, but also from those in power who can change 
the decision of the licence denial. This is evidenced already in London Mayor Sadiq Khan’s 
approval of Uber’s public apology for their behaviour. 

Appendix 
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Blog Post: Finding the Balance. 

A big part of leaving home is knowing when to come back.  

When I left for university I was so excited to flourish on my own, make my own choices, and 
experience living by myself. In fact, I was so caught up in my new independence, that I didn’t 
even think about how much I would miss my life at home. Flying the nest is fun, but nothing 
really beats sitting at home with your family looking after of you.  

However, you can't be too reliant on going home either. If you’re back and forth every 
weekend, you won't truly settle into your new environment. My experience managing the 
balance between visiting home and living on my own has been a challenge, but I think I have 
found the balance and made the most of where I am and what I’m doing. 

When I first went to university I didn’t visit home at all. The first time I went home was 
during my reading week in November, leaving me on my own for two months for the first 
time. I don’t regret this time. Your first 2 months at university are a key time for making 
friends, setting a routine, and figuring things out for yourself. However, you can’t be too 
headstrong. One thing I would change about my experience is not being afraid to ask for help. 
I know this might sound like basic advice, but you’d be surprised how easy it is to forget. 
When I first left home, I thought I needed to prove myself. What I didn’t realise was that 
asking for help wasn’t failing my family, or really anywhere close. I realised this during my 
first trip home, receiving the natural helping hand of my parents and finding a huge weight 
lifted off my shoulders. Family is there to help you. Obviously don’t ignore all of your 
responsibilities, but when you need it, I’ve found that people are more than happy to be there 
for you. 

Furthermore, just talking to your family and seeing your house is something that I’ve found is 
extremely underrated. Going home for the first time, just seeing my house was like a little 
hug. I’ve learned that you can’t force yourself to evolve to your surroundings; it’s not a crime 
to want to go home every now and then. Obviously spend some time settling in, but moving 
is much easier when you’re comfortable and happy. So I recommend that, every now and 
then, you make a small trip home and forget about the stress of living alone for a while. For 
me, even FaceTiming my family and having them walk me around the house and show me 
projects they’ve been working on really made a difference. 

Settling into life alone is more difficult than you might think. But if you ask for help and visit 
home, you’ll find yourself settling in much easier than trying everything on your own. Life is 
all about struggling, making relationships, and finding your way together. I have had an 
amazing experience finding my way with all of the amazing people in my life. 

Let me know in the comments about your experiences! 
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Facebook Posts: 
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Media Release: 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Joseph Boxer: Local Basketball Hero ‘Sharing the Dream’ 

 After a long recovery from a childhood accident, local athlete, Joseph Boxer, has been 
selected to represent England’s basketball team in the 2018 Commonwealth Games. This 
young athlete struck inspiration in the local society and shall continue to do the same for the 
nation. 

  
 Joseph Boxer, 23, dedicated his entire life to rejuvenating his basketball skills after 
suffering a severe car accident as a child. Boxer severed several of the ligaments in his right 
arm and was left with severe scarring and nerve damage. Despite this, after years of physical 
therapy and practice on the court, Boxer fought his way back into the basketball 
championships and is now set to represent our country in the Commonwealth games. 

 But, our Bournemouth basketball star is not only a hero for this. After his recovery, 
Boxer set up a foundation dedicated to helping younger children, whose injuries have held 

Joseph Boxer’s home basketball hoop where he spent many hours practicing during his recovery.
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them back from playing sports, find a way to achieve their dreams. Joseph believes that the 
best way that he can give back is by “sharing the dream” with those who have been in similar 
situations to himself. Joseph’s story and foundation has inspired many young athletes across 
the nation to become more active in sports and try their hardest no matter what obstacles they 
may face. 

 Boxer’s coach supports the athlete’s success believing that “Joseph is a remarkable 
young man, with the most resilience I have ever seen in anyone that age. I am proud to have 
such a motivated man represent my club and our country.” 

 The 2018 Commonwealth Games are taking place in Queensland, Australia, and 
tickets are now available to purchase for all events starting from only AU$15. England’s first 
match will take place on Sunday 15th April at 11:30am. Come and support our local athlete 
make history and share his dream with the world. 

### 

Notes to Editor: 

Foundation Information: www.findyoursport.co.uk 

https://www.gc2018.com - Commonwealth Games 2018. 

For more information contact Holly Brooker.  

Phone on: 07904393240  
Email on: hollybrooker99@gmail.com 

http://www.findyoursport.co.uk
https://www.gc2018.com
mailto:hollybrooker99@gmail.com
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